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IDENTIFICATION OF TRANSPARENCIES

No. 1 Redoute Dauphinc (interior)
Right hand wall at about 6' from floor.
Room

No. 2 Redoute Dauphine (interior)
Right hand v/all at about V from floor
Room 30̂ C (location of sample no. 6)

No. 3 Redoute Dauphine (interior)
Right hand wall
Room 30̂ C

No. k Redoute Dauphine (interior)
Splay of former door opening
Room 306 (location of samples No. k and No. 5-)

No. 5 Redoute Dauphine (interior)
As for No. k.

No. 6 Redoute Dauphine (exterior)
Left of door to Room 204 (location of samples No. 1, 2 and 3)

No. 7 Redoute Dauphine (exterior)
Right and above door opening to Room 20̂ ."

No. 8 Nouvelles Casernes
North v/all about centre, under covered portion where cars are parked.

No. 9 As for No. 8.

No. 10 As for No. 8

No. 11 Nouvelles Casernes (exterior)
South v/all about 50' from west end
(location of sample No. 12)

No. 12 Maisons *fO and 39 (exterior)
Rear wall of Ells
(location of sanrole No. 10)

No. 13 Close up of No. 12

No. l*f Maison 38/39 (exterior)
Rear v/all (an area of what appears to be pebble-dash coating with
the coarse material fallen off).

No. 15 Maison 38/39 (exterior)
(location of sample No. 11)

No. 16 As for No. 15

No. 17 Maison kO (exterior)
Front wall; stone window trim (shows reveal to accomodate wall coating)

No. 18 As for No. 17
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TERMINOLOGY

Words relating to wall coatings

\:

*crepi

*hourdage

*ravalement

general term applied to various coatings

rough-cast: pebble-dashed

rough-casting: rough masonry or plaster work

to rough-cast

*From Harrap's New Short French and English Dictionary

-crepi

-hourdage

-ravalement

couche de platre, de ciment d'aspect rabateux
dont on revet une muraille

couche de platre etendue sur un lattis pour former
1'aire d'uii plancher

(Constr.) Travaux de finissage des parois exterieurs
d'un batiment

-From Robert Dictionary

couche

lattis

aire

moellons

platre

coat, coating

lathing, lathwork

surface

quarry stone

plaster (gypsum)

See also exerpt from "Dictionnaire des Termes Employes dans la Construction"

par Pierre Chabot, Ve A. Morel et Cie., Paris, 1875, with this page.



OBSERVATIONS ON EXTERIOR WALL COATINGS

AT THE REAR OF MAISON 38/39, COTE DU PALAIS

It was noted that the rear wall had been covered with a layer of wood

boards at some time in the past. This covering is about 70% removed

and under it one can note certain areas of what appears to be the

original coating material or 'crepi'.

Most of this material is missing and there are only a few areas of

roughly one square yard still in place.

Possibly one of the main reasons for the covering leaving the wall

(other than weathering when It was exposed to the elements) was the

type of stone in the wall. A large proportion of the rubble stones

appear to be of a slate type that have a very smooth and dense surface.

This type of surface does not provide much suction for the adherence of

the coating unless properly wetted at the time of application. Where

the coating is still on the wall, the bond is better on the stones

with a rougher surface.

A sample (#11) that was removed for visual examination and later

laboratory analysis had an average thickness of approximately i", and

this appeared to be typical except at some of the junctions between

stones. A visual examination of the mortar in the joints indicates that

the coating, by color and texture, appears to be the same material.

It appears that the coating was applied in one operation, although

the sample removed does show a definite line of demarcation in a

portion of the sample. It the material was applied by dashing the
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V
mixture onto the face of the wall (a common early practice) it could

well be that some portions could have partially set or dried out

before a second dashing was applied. In the sample where one of these

junction lines occur, there is an actual separation of the face as

though air was entrapped behind the second dashing or, possibly, a

bit of the material may have slumped down, breaking the bond.

As these fissure lines are irregular and not all parallel to the face,

it would seem to rule out a trowelling technique for application.

Some of the remaining areas appear as though a final dashing of

pebbles was applied to the surface. This shows up on some of the

photographs included in this report. In some cases it appears that

^
the pebbles have fallen out leaving depressions in the surface.

••W

On the outer surface of the sample it would appear as though there

have been at least two coats of lime-wash applied to the coating.

Parts of these coatings are quite glossy in appearance. Only some

areas of the remaining coating show the lime-washed surfaces, but

there is sufficient to indicate that it very likely was applied to

the whole area.



OBSERVATIONS.ON THE_EXTERIOR COATING
\F THE MASONRY WALLS OF THE REDOUTE DAUPHIKE

Since the wood covering has been removed from the exterior of

this structure the condition of the coating on the walls can be

observed.

Most of the covering applied to the walls has coine off, but from a

visual examination of what remains it appears that there has been

considerable patching over the years. On account of the patching

it is difficult to know the number of coats that were originally

applied, or if there was only one coat.

Samples (//I, 2 & 3) of what appear to be three distinct coats were

taken from an area left on the door to room 204 at about four feet

x
above the level of the door sill.

Sample //I appears to be an outer or third layer of a cement-sand

mixture varying in thickness from about V to 1/16" which has been

applied only in certain locations, probably where cracks had

appeared on the surface. A visual examination appears to bear this

out. The examination of the sample, and also areas where this

color of coating appears on the wall, seems to indicate that it was

a brush application. Between this coating and what appears to be a

lime-sand layer there is a distinct whitish layer that would indicate

a lime wash on the coating underneath.
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tion.

Sample #2, a second layer, taken just below the area of sample #1

(see color print #12) appears to be a lime-sand coating, and on its

outer face there is a residue of what is assumed to be a lime-wash.

A similar residue appears in varying degrees over other areas of

the wall, some of it is white and some a yellowish color, which

probably indicates two different lime-wash coats. (see color prints

#12 - #15).

An examination of the surface, texture of the sample, and other areas

On the wall, would seem to indicate that the coating was 'dashed' onto

the wall. The irregular surface would preclude, a trowell application,

but would not rule out a pass with a wood float to reduce some of thei

irregularities of a 'dashed' application. An examination of the rear

surface of this coating would also seem to indicate a 'dashed' applica-

The dark coloration on the back surface of the sample indicates that

it was applied some time after the coating immediately behind it had

been applied. A visual examination seems to indicate that the dark

coloration is an accumulation of dirt, coal smoke, soot, etc. that

had built up on the wall over a number of years. This coating appears

to have inhibited the bond between the coatings and indicates a lack

of proper cleaning of the surface.

Sample //3, taken directly behind sample #2 appears to be the original

coating applied directly to the stone wall. As in the case of the



sample from Maison 38/39 it appears to be of the same composition

as the mortar between the stones. It was difficult to obtain a

sample of any size as the coating crumbled badly when removed.

I would estimate that the thickness at the point where the sample

was removed must be approximately 3/8" average. The sample appears

to be a sand-lime mixture and has a very similar appearance to the

sample from Maison 38/39.

.
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OurUe Noire reference 74-3007

Mr. D. Nicasrto
Materials Research Coordinator
Restoration Services Division

Maisons Du Cote Du Palais //' s 39-33

To reproduce similar plaster for restoration

Visual Examination:

-Fine plaster with few coarse aggregate particles

-Numerous lumps of line as inclusions ranging in size from 1 to 5 mm
in diameter.

-Brownish coloured mica particles distributed throughout mortar

-One piece of hair found too small for identification of origin

Moisture Content

Moisture as rec'd 0.9%

Sand / lime Content:

-Acid reduction with 10% Hydrochloric Acid

-Decant sol'n after 5 min, standing

-Wash and decant 3 times with water

-Dry sand 105 C.

% Sand

On rec'd basis:

i.D. -67.3% w/v

sand
moisture
lime
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Inner layer of white wash (putty or plaster coat)

Hue Symbol 5Y

Value 9/1 Hue

Outer layer of white wash as is.

Very badly blackened discoloured.

Hue Symbol 2.5 Y

Value 8/0 Hue

Upon scraping the dirt off the outer layer a very white colour is

exposed

Hue Symbol 2.5Y

Value 9.5/0 Hue

Type of Wash

There are two layers over the mortar, one could be a putty or plaster

coat, the other is very thin and could be a wash. Both layers are completely

soluble in hydrochloric acid,I.E. no aggregate added. Both are calcuira

carbonate. Therefore a plaster coat and a white wash coat cover the mortar.

The plaster coat being a creamy colour, while the wash coat is very white.

Ingredients to reproduce a similar mortar should be found in the local of

Quebec city. Both sand and lime should be available in the area. It is

doubtful that unslaked lime might be found,but hydrated lime could be

purchased. Sand should be obtained to closely match the characteristics as

shown by the particle size distribution curve.

If the suitable materials can be obtained it is no problem to produce mixes

for colour, texture,strength, weathering, etc.
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The sample was analysed in order to identify the contents, find ratio of
mix and recommend ingredients to reproduce r.rix.

San:n 1 c Receivcd: The sample received (5.0253. g.) is sufficient to answer the
question of composition. However a .sieve analysis on such a sample size
really requires a set of micro-sieves presently unavailable.

Mois tur c Content: Moisture content is defined as the per cent by weight of
dry sample lost upon heating received sample to 225^C for eight hours.

The moisture content was 12-

Sand Lime Ration:

2.000 grams of pulverized sample was acidified with 10% (w/w) Hydrochloric
acid. The pressure due to the evolution of Carbon Dioxide under constant
temperature and volume is directly proportional to the weight of Carbonate
present. (Figure 1) Carbonate was assumed to be found as the Calcium salt.

The sand content is defined as that residue remaining after treatment with
10?; (w/w) Hydrochloric acid, washing with water and firing at 300°C fOr
cight hours.

^
s
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The difference between the total n£ the moisture, Calcium Carbonate, and
sand content and 100% is the pen ent of acid solvibJ.es found in the sample.

1%
23.5%
64 .7%
10.8%

CaO f H O
Lime

Ca(OH) » C0,}
Slaked LimS

The original rilx would be:

1
5 . 7 6

The piaster way be reproduced by combining one part of lime with 4.94 parts
of sand and 0.82 parts of acid soluble clays. Dr. llanna Jedrzejowska of
the National Museum, YJarsaw, Poland using a sir.iilar technique finds up to

\' of acid solubles in his tor i.e. mortar and attributes it to soluble clay in
the sand. Therefore one part of li:ne to 5.76 parts of sand containing 14.3%
acid solubles will reproduce the chemical characteristics of the plaster.

John Stewart,
Co risen: vat or ,
Conserve! t'i on DivJ sion ,
Parks Canada.
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The saavpic was analysed in order to identify the contents, find ratio of
mix and reco:r.;nend ingredients to reproduce mix.

Sample. Received: The sample received (18.3190g.) is sufficient to answer the
questiou of composition. However a sieve analysis on such a sample size
really requires a set of micro-sieves presently unavailable.

Moisture Cor. tent_: Moisture content is defined as the per cent by weight of
dry sample lost upon heating received sample to 250^0 for eight hours.

The moisture content was 1-1%

Sand Lime lla t ion :

2.000 grams of 'pulverized sample was acidified with 107, (w/w) Hydrochloric
acid. The pressure due to the evolution of Carbon Dioxide under constant
temperature and volume is directly proportional to the weight 'of Carbonate
present. (Figure 1) Carbonate was assumed to be found as the Calcium salt.

The sand content is defined as that residue re;na Lning after treatment with
107, (w/w) Hydrochloric acid, washing with water and firing at SOO°C for
eight hours.



Moisture 1•1%
Calcium Carbonate
Sand
SoiubJ.es

CaO -r H.?0
Lirae

Ca(OIl) -* CO
Slaked' Lime

The original nix would be:

Lime
Sand
Solubles

»

Conclusion:

The piaster may be reproduced by comb in ins1; one part of lime. Y7ith5.06 parl:s
of sand and 0.41 parts of acid .soluble clay:.. Dr. liaana Jedrxej cwska of
the National Museum, Warsaw, Poland using a similar technique finds up to

^M*/ 35% of acid solubles in historic mortar and attributes it to soluble clay in
the sand. Therefore one part of lime to 5.47 parts of sand containing 7.5%
acid solubles will reproduce the chemical characteristics of the plaster..

, Jo'an Stewart,
Conservator,
Consc-rvat Lon Division,
l'arl',5; Canada.
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SUGGESTED pmT-mmi- FOR APPLYING (CREPT) OR

*" STUCCO COATING TO THE OLD WALLS

1. Remove the remains of previous coatings and wire

brush surface to clean off any residue.

2. Wash down the surfaces with clear water and a stiff

fibre brush to remove any dirt or dust.

3. Check all mortar joints for soundness. Any mortar

that has deteriorated should be raggled out of the

joints down to sound mortar. Clean out the joints

with a stiff brush or air hose, moisten, and re-point,

pressing the mortar firmly into the joint. Joints

may be left rough for better keying, and should only

be filled to within -|" of the surface of the stone.

4. Just prior to the application of the coating the area

that is being worked on should be wetted with water

from a hose fitted with a spray nozzle. The surface

should not be flooded but should be sufficiently damp

so that the moisture in the coating will not be immediately

absorbed by the stone.



5. The coating mixture should contain only sufficient
c '

water to give it a reasonably s t i ff consistency

(this will have to be determined at the job

with the workman) that can be applied

using the dashing method. This method waSj

from what I have read, quite common in. early times

and has been recommended in fairly recent articles

on stucco application, particularly with lime-sand

mixes. It also appears from the examination of the

samples from MAISON 38/39 and the REDOUTE DAUPHINE

that this was the method of application originally

used. -- ." .'•'. •

6. Two suggested methods of "dashing1 are as follows:

a) The workman has a bucket of the mix under his

left arm, and with a wood paddle -about 6".-. x 6" ... . , . ._,, . .

with a handle (something similar to a ping pong
*

paddle) in his right hand, he loads the-paddle

from the bucket and dashes the contents on to the

wall with a jerking motion. ",,,'"".,/,IT".rvT "

b) The material is placed on a plaster's hawk held

in the workman 's left hand and with a steel trowel

or wood float held in the right hand, the material . _ ,

is dashed onto the wall with a jerking motion.
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7. Work should proceed from the top of the wall down-

wards and from left to right, or right to left,

depending on the choice of the workman. The edge

of the work should not be allowed to dry out. If

the whole area of the wall cannot be worked in the

day, "it should be broken up into convenient areas

CL..e. a buttress or the area between buttresses of

the Redoute Dauphine). On large areas of wall that

cannot be finished in a day, a convenient break

could be at one side of a series of windows set one

above the other. When joining the next days work the

edge should be wetted along with the wall.

8. The coating should be applied to an even thickness

following the contours of the surface, and after the

• coating has set up sufficiently so as not to disturb

the bond, (this will have to be determined by experiment)

the surface should be brushed over with a medium stiff

bristle brush to obtain a reasonably smooth surface.

Another method might be to go over the surface lightly

with a rounded-end wood float covered with carpeting

material or rough burlap.



9. The whole of the surface should be lightly sprayed

with a fine fog spray at intervals,so that it will not dry

out too quickly,for at least two days. On extremely

hot or windy days the area being worked on ,or being

cured,should be protected by tarpaulins.

The above application method, I believe/would give

the general texture required.

It would appear,from examination of the remains of the

coatings on the MAISON 38/39 walls ,that the surface might

well have received what is generally referred to as a

'pebble - dashed1 finish. In the experimental

stages it would be advisable to try a section using

this treatment. The application of this treatment

would be done in the following manner.

A mix-of clean well-washed pebbles, of a size depending

on the texture required, and lime putty diluted with water

to creamy consistency is prepared in a pail. I would

suggest as a trial that the pebbles range from 1/8" to

i "
4



One man should hold the pail and make sure that the mixture

is stirred frequently to keep the pebbles evenly dispersed.

Another man, using a paddle is described before, dashes the

mixture forcefully on to the wall with his right hand.

(.this must be done when the previously applied coating is

sufficiently soft so that the pebbles will become well

embedded into the surface). With his left hand holding a

soft-bristle white-wash brush, he dips it into the mixture

and brushes lightly over the pebbled area giving a uniform

color to the surface.

The application of the "pebble-dash1 should follow the

application of each 3 sq.yds. (approximately) of the main

coating. This may vary depending on the weather conditions

and the setting up time. It is most important that in keeping

the wall damp for proper curing, that only a fine fog spray

be used, and only as much at a time so there will be no free

water to run down the surface.

r



SUGGESTIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL WALL COATINGS

1. General

From the various articles read in connection with the
research on wall coatings or stuccos, particularly in
the early periods before portland cement came into use,
the common proportions run in the range of 1 of lime to
2 of sand, to 1 of lime to 3 of sand. '-In general the
lime was required to be a well-slacked lump or rock lime,
and the sand to be sharp and clean. After the introduc-
tion of portland cement the mixes were generally 1 of
cement to 3 of sand, but difficulties were encountered
with the material cracking or crazing due to the "short-
ness" of the mix. To correct this problem the intro-
duction of lime to the mix became common, sometimes in
in small quantities, 10% to 15% by volume of cement, and
then in larger quantities in order to obtain a more
porous coating. It would not crack to the extent of high
cement coatings, and it would dry out readily after wet-
ting. A recommended mix of this type is 2 of lime, 1 of
cement and 7 of sand.

From the results of the laboratoyy tests made on samples
from MAISON 38/39 and the original coating on the RE-
DOUTE DAUPHINE (included with this report) it appears
that the mix was in the order of 1 of lime to 2 of sand.

Most of the cement-sand coatings were applied in three
coats, and were levelled off and trowelled to a smooth
surface, although elaborate textured surfaces were some-
times introduced in the final coat. The early lime-sand
mixes and the later high lime content mixes were fre-
quently 'dashed' onto the wall as previously described.

2. Mixes

It is suggested that several different mixes be tried out
on a portion of wall similar in nature to the walls that
will be treated in the restoration program. In this way
the color and the texture of the results can be compared
and along with laboratory tests of the various mixes,
one should be able to make a reasonably qualified decisr
ion on the best formulation of mix.

The following three mixes are suggested as a basic test
group. Other variations might be tried after the results
of these are studied.

1. 1 part well-aged lime putty and 2 parts sand.

2. 2 parts well-aged lime putty to | part portland cement
and 5 parts sand.



2. Mixes (Cont'd)

3. 2 parts well-aged lime putty to 1 part portland cement
to 7 parts sand.

It is suggested later that each of these mixes be dupli-
cated with the addition of an additive (see under Addi-
tives) so there will be a total of six trials.

3. Materials

a) Sand. The sand should be as close in color and size
to the original as possible but a small proportion of
slightly larger grains should not affect the mix and
might be beneficial.

Sand should be free from loam, vegetable matter or
other deleterious materials. If the source is doubt-
ful it should be washed. A simple test to determine
the cleanliness of the sand is to shake up a quantity
in a jar of water and then let the bottle stand until
the water clears. If an observable residue appears
on the top of the sand it can be assumed that the
sand is not clean. Another simple test is to rub a
handful between the palms of the hand and observe if
there is any dirt transferred to the skin.

b) Lime

The lime shall be well-aged lime putty, slacked at
least a month before using. It should be free of any
lumps of unslacked lime, so as to avoid "popping" of
these particles as they absorb moisture in the wall.
To get rid of these particles, the putty should be
put through a sieve of 1/8" mesh. The lumps retained
on the screen, if they are not impurities, can be
crushed and put back in the slacking bin to be prop-
erly slacked.

c) Cement

The cement shall be a grey portland cement that meets
the requirements of the Canadian Standards Association.

d) Water

Water shall be clean, free from oil, acid, strong
alkali or vegetable matter, and be potable.

4. Mixing

For the trial batches the materials may be mixed by hand
in a water-tight mixing box. Materials are to be measured
by volume.
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A. Mixing (Cont'd)

Place the lime putty evenly over the bottom of the mixing
box and then add the sand in an even layer over it. If
it is a mix that requires cement, it shall be distributed
over the sand. With a mixing hoe and working back and
forth from one end of the box to the other, combine the
ingredients until the whole mass is homogenous. Add
water and continue hoeing the mass until it is well com-
bined. The amount of water shall not exceed that which
produces a relatively stiff paste, suitable for applica-
tion by the 'dashing' method. An excess of water is to
be avoided as it will cause a separation of the particles
and give poor results. If this occurs the mixture should
be allowed to stand to allow some of the water to evapor-
ate, hoeing the batch occasionally.

When the actual work is in progress and large quantities
of the material are required, it would be preferable to ;'̂
use a drum type batch mixer. The measured quantities
of the material shall be placed in the mixer and mixed
for a minimum period of five minutes with sufficient
water to produce the desired workability. Mixes that
have stiffened because of the evaporation of water should
be retempered by adding water as needed, to restore the
required consistency. The mixed material shall be placed
on the walls within 2a hours after mixing.

5. Additives

The use of additives or admixtures for the purpose of
achieving a more plastic or waterproof product is a
subject of debate. Mixes using lime putty should be
sufficiently plastic, without additives.

Most of the material read in connection with water-
proofing related mainly to mortars and cement-sand stuccos.
Mortar mixes and stuccos are very similar in composition
and the results of additives should have the same general
effect. In the experimental stages it would be worth-
while to try out a waterproof agent with each of the
three suggested mixes, and to carry out some absorption
tests on both the plain mixes and the mix with the addi-
tive. A common additive for this purpose is a stearate,
and a commercial product of this type as manufactured by
G.F. Sterne and Sons, Ltd. is suggested for the trials.
The trade name of the product is STERAD No. 310 and it
should be added at the time of mixing at the rate of one
pound for each cu. ft. of lime and cement. This material
is also combined with a water-reducing and plastizing
material which decreases the amount of water needed in
the mix.

6. Tests

Comparative tests on the six mixes should be carried out

in order that some reasonable assessment may be made
concerning the qualities of the various mixes.
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6. Tests (Cont'd)

,^
a) On Site Examination

Visual examination of the test areas to compare
textures and colors. Color comparisons should be
made after the coatings have had time to dry out. If •
necessary, a portion of the sample areas could have
the drying process accelerated.

b) Laboratory examination

It is suggested that laboratory tests should be
carried out on samples of each of the mixes to deter-
mine the compressive strength, and the rate of absorp-
tion. If possible, it might also be of value to know
the rate of drying out.

c) Number of test samples ,

Three samples of each of the six mixes should be
prepared while the various mixes are being applied to
the wall. Each sample shall have a label attached
to it containing the following information:

1. The proportion of the mix i.e. (1L:23),(2L:iC:5s)
or (2L:1C:7S)

2. Whether with or without waterproofing additive.

3. Sample No. 1, 2 or 3.

4. Date sample was prepared.

d) Preparation of test samples

A convenient size sample would be a cylinder approxi-
mately 2" in diameter'and 4" in length. Suggested
moulds for the purpose would be foil-lined or waxed-
lined cardboard containers such as contain frozen
orange juice concentrate. They should be washed clean
before using. This type of mould will protect the
sample while it is setting up, and it can very easily
be cut down the side to remove the sample in the
laboratory.

The three samples of each mix should be taken at diff-
erent times during the application of the batch. When
filling the moulds the mix should be gently rodded so
as to remove any entrapped air bubbles. (Do not over
agitate) slightly overfill the mould and strike off
level with the top of the container. Place the con-
tainers out of direct sunlight and protect them from
rain until they have set up sufficiently for trans-
portation to the laboratory.
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Plastering and Texturing Tools

The Dutch brush used for applying The jointing tool for marking off surfaces
washes or for softening rough textures. to resemble masonry.
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REPORT ON APPLICATION OF TEST PANELS
OF WALL COATINGS AF THE REDOUTE DAUPHINE

r ..... "" ..... " " ""'' ........ '""
Arrived at the site on the morning of April 29th. Met with Roland
Theberge and was introduced to M. Paget, the mason who was
selected to carry out the work, and also to M. Lebel, a carpenter,
who had prepared the mixing box, measuring box, etc., and who was
to act as interpreter. All of the equipment and materials that had
been previously requested were available.

It had been planned to carry out the tests on a portion of exterior
wall at the Redoute Dauphine, but with the staging, and grouting
operations being carried on, it was decided to use an interior wall.
A space was located - the N.E. wall of Room 101. This wall had been
previously been granted and the pointing was very deep. The pointing
had to be brought out to near the surface of the stones so that the
coatings we were to apply would be a fairly even thickness.

The wall was washed with a hose and brushed with a stiff brush to
clean off all loose dust and residue. The plastic tubes and the
packing around them from the previous grouting operations had to be
cut out. Due to the amount of mortar required to fill the joints,
the pointing had to be done in three stages, allowing time for
each preceeding layer to firm up.

This work took up the balance of the day. The mortar used for this
-̂  work was the same as is being used for the work on the exterior

walls, 2 lime putty, 1 cement and 6 sand. The mortar was brought
out to about \" from the face of the stones. As the wall face was
quite irregular, a few protruding bits of stone were chipped off.

Most of the stones had quite rough faces but there were several that
had rather dense, smooth surfaces. The latter were given a dash of
neat cement and water with a whisk broom to give them a better 'tooth'.

The following morning, April 30th, work was started on the trial panels,
The first batch was of the proportions 1 lime putty to 2 sand. Actual
quantities used were \. ft. lime putty and \. ft. sand. During
the mixing a little water was added, but when thoroughly mixed the
batch became too 'soupy' and had to be discarded. Another batch was
started and it was found that there was sufficient water contained in
the lime putty to bring the mixture to the proper degree of consistency
for 'dashing' .

The technique of 'dashing' with a paddle was new to the mason, and it
took several attempts on his part to get the right amount per throw
and to get it onto the wall where desired. On the first few tries
too much material was thrown and the material slumped down the wall
due to the thickness of the mass. After a few minutes of trials with
varying amounts of material on the paddle, the mason soon developed
a feel for the proper amount. What we were attempting to achieve was
to get a thickness of J" to 5/8" over the area of the panel.

)
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The next trial, #2, consisted ot a mix of the same proportions as #1,
but with the addition of a waterproofing agent. The waterproofing
agent used was a "GRACE" product and was added at the rate of 1 Ib./cu.
ft. of lime. As before, no additional water was needed to bring the
batch to the desired consistency. The mason felt that this batch
'dashed' better than #1. Possibly the mix was more plastic due to the
addition of the waterproofing agent, or possibly the mason was
developing a better technique in the application of the material.

The next trial, #3, consisted of a mix in the proportions of 2 lime
putty, | cement and 5 sand. Actual quantities used were 5 cu. ft.
lime putty, 1/16 cu. ft. cement and 5/8 cu. ft. sand. In mixing this
batch it was necessary to add 1 cup of water to get the desired
consistency. This mix dashed well, according to the mason. It
appeared to stick well to the wall and the mason applied it in a more
even average thickness of J" to 5/8". A few spots needed an extra
dash of material. By the end of the application of this panel the
mason became quite adept with the procedure.

The next trial, #4, consisted of a mix of the same proportions as #3,
but with waterproofing added at the rate of 1 Ib./cu. ft. of lime
putty and cement. As with #3 this batch required 1 cup of water to
bring it to the desired consistency. This batch went on well, but the
mason thought that #3 batch was the easiest to apply. The mason
achieved a good even coating on this panel. His technique kept
improving.

The attached records of the tests give the times and remarks regarding
application, floating of the surfaces and application of the pebble
dash to some of the panels. Some further remarks with regard to the
floating and pebble dash follow.

At first the mason felt that the panels #1 and #2 would not set up
sufficiently for floating until the following day. At noon time they
felt quite soft to the touch. At the lunch break panel #3 still
seemed too soft to the touch. Panel #4 was applied after lunch, and
shortly after 1400 hours floating of panel #3 was started. It was
found that it had set up too much, but with a light spatter of x\rater
it worked reasonably well under the float. The addition of cement
had accelerated the set.

Panel //I was the next to be floated and although it still seemed a
bit soft to the touch, it turned out to be quite stiff under the float,
and it also required a spattering of water to make it workable. Panel
#2 reacted much the same as #1, but a slightly better result was
obtained as regards the desired texture of the surface.

As in the case of the application of the material, it took the mason
a little time to understand the type of texture that was required.
The result that we wanted to achieve with the floating was to go
over the surface and rub off the highspots of the dash, and to have
the coating follow the contours of wall underneath in a relatively
even thickness. The mason's first attempts were to try and bring the
coating to a smooth, level surface. He soon caught on to x\rhat was
required and by using a circular motion with the float he x\ras able to
get better results.
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The float used was not a burlap :overed xrood float, but a steel base
covered with a stiff spongy f fbe of about 5/8" thick. The texture
left by this material would appear to be very similar to that which
would be achieved by a burlap face.

Experiments with the application of pebble-dash were carried out on
panels #1, #2 and #4. As with the floating, panels #1 and #2 had set
up too firmly and the pebbles did not penetrate into the surface. A
large percentage dropped off, and when gone over with the brush of
lime wash most of the rest became dislodged. In the case of panel #4
which had been applied at 1415 hrs. and floated at 1500 hrs. the
pebble dash was applied immediately after the floating. The results
were considerably better than with panels #1 and #2. Relatively good
penetration of the pebbles was achieved except in the case of the
larger sized ones. From the result of this test it was felt that the
larger pebbles should be eliminated, and M. Lebel agreed to screen out
all the ones above ft" diameter before the next days work.

As with the dashing procedure, it was the first time that the mason
had attempted pebble-dashing. The first attempts were quite rough
with a poor distribution of the pebbles. After a short while he
developed a better technique and was able to get a more even distribu-
tion. The method the mason used was to place the pebbles (mixed with
lime putty diluted with water) on a plasterer's hawk, which he held in
his left hand. With a steel trowel in his right hand he would separate
about a half a handful of the pebbles, and slide them to the front of
the hawk. With the trowel held at 90 , the pebbles would be flung, with
a jerking motion, against the coating. If more wall area had been
covered, different methods of application might have been tried out.
In the experiment the main object was to observe the texture of the
surface.

When we returned next morning it was observed that some slight surface
cracks had appeared on panels //I, #2 and #3. It is believed that
these were caused by too fast drying of the panels over the night. A
slight spattering of water and a short period of floating eliminated
the cracks.

Following this work was started on panel #5. The mix was in the propor-
tions of 2 lime putty, 1 cement and 7 sand. Actual quantities for the
batch were 5 cu. ft. lime putty, 1/8 cu. ft. cement and 7/8 cu. ft. sand.
It was found that 5 1/3 cups of water were required to bring the mix to
the desired consistency. This batch, probably due to the increased
amount of cement, was quite 'short' and not as plastic as the first four
but it adhered well to the wall. The mason reported that it did not
dash as well as the previous batches, although he was able to achieve
a good result.

Batch #6 was then started, using the same proportions as #5, but with the
addition of the waterproofing agent at the same rate as batches #2 & #4.
As this batch was being mixed, it was found to be working up to the
desired consistency without the addition of water. This was puzzling
until it was discovered that the original bin of lime putty had been
used up, and that the last bucket had come from a newly opened bin
which was considerably wetter. An account of this fact, one can
probably expect quite a difference in the compressive strength tests
that will be carried out on the samples from batches #5 and #6.
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This batch was also a bit 'shor, ' but better to apply, according
lis probably can be accounted for byto the mason, that batch #5. jp

the addition of the waterproofing agent, but possibly the change
in the lime putty may have affected the plasticity. This panel was
floated about one and one-quarter hours after application and worked
quite well under the float.

The application of pebble dash to panels #5 and #6 was tried at varying
lengths of time. On panel #5 the pebble dash was applied about one-
quarter of an hour after floating, and while the material was still
quite soft. With the smaller pebbles and with the improved technique
of the mason, a more even distribution was achieved and good penetration
was obtained. The coating was still to soft to permit the brush coat
of lime wash. The brush used in the trials was actually a bit too
stiff. A sable-hair,, or fine nylon bristle brush might have worked.
Batch //6 was allowed to set up longer and the application of pebble
dash was not attempted until about two and one-half hours after floating.
The material had set up too firmly and the necessary penetration of the
pebbles was not obtained.

Three test cylinders of each batch were taken in cardboard containers
that had been shellaced the day before the samples were taken. A week
after the samples were prepared, when they were opened up in the
laboratory, it was found that a few of them were cracked. This was
possibly the result of moving them from the test site to the carpenter
shop before they were sufficiently hardened, or possibly the shellac
coating did not permit the water from being absorbed by the cardboard.
New samples of the same mix proportions as the original ones are to be
made up by the laboratory for testing. The results may be slightly
different due to the lime putty.

CONCLUSIONS

1. It appears from the trials that a reasonably competent mason would
have no difficulty learning the technique of the 'dash' method of
application of the stucco material.

2. The trials were not extensive enough in area to obtain information
on the rate of application.

3. The time from application of the material to floating the surface
is difficult to determine. In most cases too much time was allowed.
It was quite obvious that the lime-sand mixes would normally require
more time than those mixes containing even a small amount of cement.
It was also determined from the test panels that the surface is
ready for floating when it still appears quite soft to the touch.

4. The best floating results under the temperature and humidity conditions
of the test area were achieved with panel #4. This panel was floated
approximately one-half to three-quarters of an hour after application.
In applying the coating to an extensive area a mason would soon be
able to determine the proper time to start the floating.
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5. The basic problem appears to be the avoidance of surface cracks.

In the report it was noted "that slight cracks had appeared in the
first four panels after the first night. This was probably due
to too rapid drying out. The next day they were wet down several
times, and the mason was requested to wet them down in the morning
and at noon the day following the tests. Since that time it has
been reported that slight cracks have reappeared in panels #1 & #2.
As these are the lime-sand mixes and require a longer time for
curving, they should have been kept moist for a longer period.

6. If a pebble dash texture is desired, it should be applied very
shortly after the floating is completed. The brush used to apply
the lime wash over the surface must be a very soft bristle brush,
so as not to disturb the pebbles.

7. A modern sponge rubber float appears to give a suitable texture
to the surface.

f*
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Stucco

THE T E R M stucco is applied rather vaguely to renderings of lime, gypsum, or cement
mixtures applied as a coating to both internal and external wall surfaces, or used for
moulding into architectural decorations. The word is probably derived from an old Ger-
man word stucchi meaning a crust. The renderings are put on wet and on drying form
a durable coating which can be decorated if required. The earliest materials for daubing
on wattle screens, or for rendering and decorating walls were mud and clay, or mud
and chalk mixtures, with or without the addition of vegetable material such as chopped
straw, grass, or reeds, or animal dung. Unless well protected from the weather it was
clearly not a very durable material, but in spite of this it is still used in many parts of
the world. The Egyptians used a stucco mainly of calcined gypsum to level up the sur-
face of sun-dried brick walls and masonry walls by filling up the hollows and providing
a hard smooth layer about i inch in thickness, which could be painted. The masonry
in the chambers in the Great Pyramids was treated in this way and a sample of the stucco1

from the pyramid of Cheops was found to consist of 82 per cent of calcined gypsum
and about 10 per cent calcium carbonate probably derived from the impurities in the
raw gypsum before it was burnt, and not an artificial addition.

Although in some countries stone was plentiful it was not long before stucco came to
be applied to masonry as a cheap substitute for dressing and tooling, and for sculptured
ornament. In other countries, however, where stone was not available in quantity, as in
Iraq for example, stucco was valued as a material which served not only as an ornamental
covering to rough walls often of mud, but greatly increased their durability.

In Crete by the middle of the Early Minoan period lime stucco was applied as a pro-
tective coating to rubble masonry. At Vasiliki buildings of this period built of sun-dried
bricks and of loose rubble were rendered with about 2 inches of stucco, the top coat
being about |- to f- inch thick. An analysis2 of this mixture showed that there was about
40 per cent of silica, not in the form of sand, and some alumina, which suggested either
that the raw limestone before calcining contained some other matter such as clay, or
that after the limestone had been calcined, a clayey substance had been added. There
were also in .the mixture some small pebbles, fragments of pottery, and a considerable
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proportion of chopped straw. Rather later examples from Knossos of Middle Minoan
date consisted of 70 per cent of carbonated lime, and the remainder clay with an ad-
mixture of fine pebbles and grit. In these samples chopped straw was absent. The pro-
portion of carbonated lime in later samples towards the end of the Middle Minoan period
ran as high as 95 per cent. Whether this stucco was made of pure hydrated lime without
any addition, or whether a proportion of powdered limestone was added to the lime,
cannot be determined. The latter is likely, as this kind of mixture was used later by the
Greeks and the Romans. It was sometimes applied by the Minoans in as many as four
coats. The underneath coat was of coarse stucco of lime, small pebbles, and crushed
pottery, and this was followed by coats of lime stucco mixture, each worked to a smooth
finish, giving a total thickness to the rendering of about f inch.

The Greeks made great use of stucco, often adding marble dust to the mixture, for
covering stonework. Dinsmoor3 records that the Doric temples were usually built of
soft limestone (poros) taken from various local quarries, as no suitable marble was readily
available. This porous limestone was covered with a thin coating of stucco, not only to
fill in the crevices in the stone, but to allow a greater smoothness and refinement to be
given to flat surfaces and mouldings. The stuccoed surface also provided a suitable ground
for enrichment in colour.

Ancient writers refer to the use of stucco. Pliny, for example, records4 that no builder
should employ lime which had not been slaked for at least three years; certainly the
longer that the lime is slaked the better will be the product. It seems unlikely, however,
that much lime could have been kept for as long as three years before use, but it certainly
was the practice in England and other countries until recent times for plasterers to keep
in stock, in casks, a supply of well-slaked lime putty, and it is still considered good prac-
tice in many places to allow the putty to stand for at least three months before use.
Vitruvius5 writing about 16 B.C. refers in detail to the preparation of the lime and the
importance of ensuring that it is thoroughly slaked, since if unslaked particles find their
way into the finished work, they are liable to damage the surface on subsequent hydra-
tion. Vitruvius also records that the Greek plasterers made a trough in which a gang of
men mixed up the stucco with wooden poles. Caius Plinius Sccundus (A.D. 23 to 79)
reiterates what Vitruvius said earlier and adds that 'stucco always lacks brilliance unless
the wall had received three coats of sand mortar and two of marble mortar. In damp
places and those exposed to attack by sea air, it is wiser to lay on a first coat of mortar
made with powdered earthenware'.

The Romans took great care in the preparation of their stucco mixtures. A mixing pit
or trough, or mortarium, is depicted on Trajan's column in Rome, and the mixing is
being carried out with a special hoe (ascia or rutrum] made for the purpose (Plate XLV).
This type of tool has continued in use until modern times, and is now known as a larry.
The trough shown in the relief is rectangular in shape. The discovery of one such trough
during excavations several years ago on a Roman site in Chelmsford throws some light
on the method of preparation. A hole was excavated in the ground and was lined with
the boards as shown in Plate XLVI, both sides and bottom, to avoid contamination of
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the mixture. The side boards were retained by means of vertical uprights. An analysis
of the mixture remaining in the trough showed it to contain the following materials:

Ordinary chalk lime and lump chalk 50-6 per cent by weight
Gravel and sand 16-3 ,, ,, ,, „
Crushed tile and burnt clay 14-7 „ „ „ „
Silt, clay, etc. 18-4 ,, ,, „

Another method of preparing the mixture was to excavate a shallow pit in the ground,
into which the lime was deposited and then slaked with water. One such pit, shown
in Plate XLVII, was uncovered during the excavation of a Roman villa at Park Street
near St Albans, in Hertfordshire.6 The mixing pit measured 2 feet 9 inches in diameter
and was 12 inches deep. When found it was full of carbonated lime which on analysis
at the Building Research Station was found to be of a semi-hydraulic type, similar in
composition to the present-day local greystone cretaceous lime of the Luton-Dunstable
area. This lime would develop some strength and hardness when mixed with sand, but
very much more when used in conjunction with an admixture of crushed tile.

It is apparent that considerable care was taken in slaking the lime, and during the
process it was probably protected from the weather by being covered with straw, or
bracken, as is still done in parts of Europe, the object being to conserve as much as
possible of the heat generated during the process of slaking, and so to ensure as complete
hydration as possible.

Vitruvius, in describing the preparation of stucco (Book VII, C. II), said that if the
lime which is being slaked in the pit is chopped with a hoe, and lumps are met with,
then the lime is not properly slaked. If when the hoe is drawn out it is dry and clean,
it shows that the lime is poor, but if the lime clings to the tool like glue then it is rich
and properly slaked and properly mixed.

Roman lime stucco modellings in slight relief, of the first century A.D., were very
delicate in design and execution. One of a number of examples, now in the Museo
Nazionale in Rome from the Villa Farnesina, shown in Plate XLVIII, serves to illustrate
this. The figure is only about 18 inches high but contains a wealth of detail. Decorative
mouldings were also run in this material; examples excavated in Roman Britain have
been examined and found to consist entirely of carbonated lime, but the type of organic
binder, if such were used, could not be established.

After the collapse of the Roman Empire the art of stucco declined in Italy until its
revival in Rome in the fifteenth century. Little seems to have been added to the craft by
the Byzantine builders. The Sassanian Persians who overthrew the Romans in Meso-
potamia in the third century A.D. and even pushed them back across the Euphrates to the
Gates of Antioch, developed the use of stucco for the ornamentation of buildings to a
very great extent, and kept the art alive long after it had declined in Rome. It seems to
have received some inspiration from the East. The palace at Ctesiphon, which they built
probably in the middle of the sixth century, was originally richly decorated with moulded
gypsum stucco ornament, examples of which are in the Iraq Museum, Baghdad. This
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great structure, of which the main reception hall and one wing of the facade are still
standing (Plate LIV), is roofed with a great parabolic vault of unrcinforced brickwork,
the largest in the world.

This palace was captured in A.D. 637 by the Arabs, but in 750 the Abbasids assumed
control and Caliph Mansur built their capital at Baghdad. Later, one of the Caliphs,
Al-Muctasim, in 833 chose a new site for the capital at Samarra, seventy miles north-
west of Baghdad. The whole concept covered hundreds of acres of ground, and the
buildings were elaborately decorated with fine gypsum stucco ornament, and it is re-
corded that the best craftsmen of that time were encouraged to live at Samarra. An
example of modelled and carved stucco from the site of this town is shown in Plate XLIX.
It is made of raw gypsum stucco, or more precisely of the indigenous juss'.

This craft spread throughout the Near East, to Syria, Armenia, and Turkey, and to
North Africa. Hamilton7 records that in Syria the earliest buildings known to have been
extensively decorated with carved stucco belong to the Umayyad period (more pre-
cisely to the Caliphate of Al Hisham, A.D. 726-743). The stucco is made of gypsum plaster
and is used in three main classes of work: modelled in the round or in three-quarter relief
for ornamental statuary; incrusted and deeply carved on walls and vaulting; and lastly,
made up in the separate slabs carved or pierced to serve as window grilles or balustrades.
He concludes that it is natural to infer that the introduction of this new material into
Syria was connected with the existence in Iraq and Persia of a long established stucco
industry, which as can be guessed from early Islamic buildings at Hira anu other sires,
and later from Samarra, had not been seriously interrupted by the Arab conquest.

By Mohammedan law the representation even in ornament of any living thing was
forbidden, and in consequence the designs are mainly geometric with interlacing straps,
scrollwork, and inscriptions. Some of the earliest known examples in Egypt are in the
mosque of Ibn Touloun, in Cairo, finished in A.D. 878. The Mosque cl Azhar, also in
Cairo, built in A.D. 973, has excellent examples of modelled stucco arabesque ornaments
and Kufic, or African, friezes.

Marguerite van Berchem8 excavated beautifully carved plaster at the Ibadite capital
of Scdrata, a Moslem city of the tenth to thirteenth centuries A.D., five hundred miles
south of Algiers in the heart of the Sahara. She found rooms of buildings lined with
sculptured plaster. A complete chamber of the palace was retrieved for the museum of
Algiers. It measured 42 feet by 7 feet and had carved plaster inscriptions in beautiful
Kufic characters attributed to the latter half of the eleventh century. Miss Berchem
comments that with the Hellenistic traditions still preserved at Sedrata are blended many
Oriental elements, and the fusion of two great civilizations accounts for the wealth and
variety of the ornamentations found there. Local grey gypsum plaster called 'timchent'
was used in the stucco, and in the construction of the rubble walls. It still is to this day.

In 710 Mohammedan Moors overran Spain, which they held until the fall of Granada
to the Christians in 1492. They took the craft of stucco-working with them to Spain,
and the most beautiful examples of their ornamental work are in the Alhambra, part of
the palace of the Moorish' Kings at Granada, perhaps the most famous of all Saracen
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buildings. It was commenced in 1248 by the Sultan Ibn al-Ahman and finished in 1354.
It was not until the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries that there was a revival in decora-

tive stucco work in Italy, reaching its peak of popularity in the period of Raphael (1483-
1520). It had become fashionable to study the work of the Roman craftsmen, particularly
that revealed by systematic excavations in Rome, for example, of the Golden House of
Nero, and to base new designs upon it. The Italian plasterers at first modelled in fairly
low relief following the Roman pattern, but the modelling soon became bolder in design
and execution, and perhaps the finest examples of all arc to be found in the seventeenth
century in the work of the Bernini School. By the middle of the eighteenth century,
however, stucco work had become rather commonplace in Italy.

The early Italian stucco was old air-slaked lime and fine marble dust. Occasionally
fine sand and hair were added. The mixture was well beaten with sticks, and sometimes
a small amount of burnt gypsum was added to give it a 'set'. The hardened product was
called 'stucco-duro', or hard stucco. The most durable Italian stucco had pozzolana in-
corporated in the lime mixture similar to the Roman material. A typical recipe, now in
the Bodleian Library at Oxford, of mid-sixteenth-century date, is given by the Italian,
Pirro Ligorio,9 who collaborated with Michelangelo in the architectural work at St
Peter's, Rome. The recipe says:

Take three parts of pounded Parian marble—easily got from among the ruins in Rome,
and from broken statues; add one part of lime which is to be perfectly slaked by letting it
lie in a heap covered with pozzuolana and exposed to the sun and rain for at least a year.
The lime is to be made from pure white marble, not from travertine, or any other stone
which is full of holes and yellowish in tint. Mix a day before use with sufficient water on a
tile floor. The first or 'rendering' coat to be of stucco, made with coarsely-pounded marble,
allowed to dry thoroughly, before applying the finishing coat of the finely powdered
marble cement.

Ligorio's description of the stucco is very like that given by Vitruvius10 for opus albariunt
or caementum marmoreum.

Andrea di Pietro, or Palladio, by which name he is better known (1518-80), was a
great exponent of the art of stucco. He had studied the ancient monuments at Rome and
for his own buildings borrowed freely from classical architecture. He seems to have
followed closely the precepts of Vitruvius, and in fact prepared a new edition in 1556
of the latter's work, collaborating with the Patriarch of Aquilcia in the task. Most of his
buildings, although designed to be executed in stone, were mainly constructed in brick
with a covering and ornamentation of stucco. The palaces of Porto Barbarano and
Chiericati in Vicenza are notable examples of this work.

In the 1530*5 Francis I commissioned Francesco Primaticcio, of Bologna, and Giovanni
Battista Rosso, of Florence, to decorate the many rooms and loggias of his new palace at
Fontainebleau in what were probably the first stucco and frescoes of any account in
France. Not to be outdone, Henry VIII in 1538, when building his palace of Nonsuch
at Cheam, between Sutton and Epsom, also employed Italians to carry out the very
elaborate stucco decorations. Among these artist-craftsmen were Luca and Bartholomew

Penni, Gerome of Trevisa, and Toto del Nunziato. Unfortunately the palace was de-
molished in 1670 and little is therefore known about their work. During recent excava- I
tions, however, samples of the stucco work have been found. Some of the material was I
in excellent condition in spite of the fact that it had been exposed to the weather for over '
a hundred years up to the time of the demolition of the building.

The entry in his diary records John Evelyn's interesting comments on the state of
Nonsuch Palace in 1666. It reads:

Jan. 3rd. I supp'd in Nonsuch House whither the office of the Exchequer was transferred
during the Plague . . . and tooke an exact view of ye plaster statues and bass relievos inserted
'twixt the timbers and punchions of the outside walles of the Court; which must needs
have been the work of some celebrated Italian. I much admired how they had lasted so well
and intire since the time of Henry VIII, expos'd as they are to the aire; and pitty it is that
they are not taken out and preserved in some dric place; a gallarie would become them.
There are some mezzo-relievos as big as the life; the storie is of ye Heathen Gods, emblems,
compartments, etc. The Palace consists of two courts, of which the first is of stone, castle-
like, by ye Lo. Lumlies (of whom 'twas purchased), ye other of timber, a Gotiq fabric,
but these walls incomparably beautiful. I observ'd that the appearing timber punchions,
entreliccs, etc., were all so well covered with scales of slate, that it seem'd carv'd in the wood . y.
and painted, ye slate fastened on the timber in pretty figures that has, like a coat of armour, \t from rotting. There stand in the garden two handsome stone pyramids, and the "Ŝ

avenue planted with rows of fake elmes, but the rest of these goodly trees, both of this and
of Worcester Park adjoining, were fell'd by those destructive and avaricious rebells in the late v

warr, which defac'd one of the stateliest Seates his Majesty had. \
\g the remainder of the sixteenth century, other master plasterers continued to ^ V

come to England from Italy. There was De Rudolfi in 1550, Leonardo Ricciarelli, who "\
had previously worked at the Palazzo Vecchio, at Florence, in 1570, and Luca Romano^\
as late as I586.11 English craftsmen had ample opportunity to learn from these Italian £ \?\s and although they soon became adept at the craft of stucco work they do not ^ . ̂

seem to have contributed much towards its artistic development. One early example ^
of English lime stucco work is to be seen at Old Hardwick Hall, built between 1590 and \s
1597. In 1630 Inigo Jones used stucco on the fronts of buildings round the Covent Garden A
Piazza. ^ ^

The mixtures used in England were of lime with various organic^ additives many of V ^
which have been named in the literature of the subject, e.g. rye dough, barley., water,, , \;
hog's lard, bullock's blood, cow dung^wort and eggs, "wort and beer, milk, gluten,, iK y,
buttermilk, cheese, curdled milk, saponified beeswax, fig and other fruit and vegetable \, all intended to improve its adhesive qualities.

In the middle of the eighteenth century another group of stucco mixtures, now known
as 'oil mastics' or 'oleaginous cements', were used. An early one dates from 1765 and was
patented in that year by David Wark, of Haddington. In 1773 Liardet, a clergyman of
Switzerland, produced another mixture (British Patent No. 1040—1773). The Adam
brothers acquired both the'se patents and they called the mixture 'Adams new invented
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patent stucco', and it became known as 'Adams Cement'. They used it for the fronts of
buildings in Portland Place and Hanover Square, and Thomas Leverton used it in Bedford
Square.

Similar compositions were marketed by Christopher Dihl in 1815 and 1816 (British
Patent No. 3872—1815 and No. 4033—1816) and by Hamelin in 1817 as 'Hamelin's
cement' (British Patent No. 4144—1817). Dihl's mastic cement was made of linseed oil
boiled with litharge and mixed with porcelain clay finely powdered and coloured with
ground bricks or pottery, turpentine being used as a thinner. It was used by John Nash
for the ornaments of the Regent's Park Terraces (1821-4), and for much of the external
stucco and the ornamental work at Carlton House Terrace (1827-33).

Hamelin's cement contained powdered limestone, brickdust, and siliceous sand mixed J
with litharge and ground up with linseed oil. It was very similar to a mixture used by I
P. Loriot in the early eighteenth century and later by French engineers at La Rochelle
in i82612 who used a mixture containing 14 parts (by volume) of siliceous sand, 14 parts
(by volume) of pulverized calcareous stone, ^ of the united weights of sand and stone,
of litharge and \f the total weight of linseed oil. Other engineers in Paris used a mix-
ture containing 6 parts by weight of'cement', sometimes natural cement, or sometimes
burnt clay, I part of white lead, I part of litharge, 3 parts of linseed oil, and \t of a
richer oil (probably animal oil). Nash used Hamelin's cement for the front of the United
Services Club, Pall Mall, in 1828, and D. Burton used it for the frieze of the Athcneum
Club (1829-30).

The views expressed by Gwynne13 in 1766 are very much in line with those held
by others at the time. He said that 'no publick edifice ought to be built of brick unless
it is afterwards stucco'd, for a mere brick face . . . makes a mean appearance'. By 1782,
Nash, who received his training in the office of Sir Robert Taylor, was building houses
in London the fronts of which were covered with a stucco of lime and sand. A group of
these houses built in 1783 survives at the corner of Great Russell Street and Bloomsbury
Square. From 1796 Nash used Roman cement until about 1820 when he changed to
mastic cement (Hamelin's or Dilil's).

Reference has already been made to the so-called 'Roman cement' invented by Parker
and which was sold by Charles Wyatt and Co., Bankside, London. It superseded the
trass and pozzolana mortars that had previously been used for stucco work. James Wyatt
(1747-1813), who was Surveyor-General, did much to popularize its use, and used it
on many of his buildings, but it was Nash who used it for decorating the fronts of better
known buildings in Park Crescent, London (1812-19).

According to Nicholson14 writing in 1842 the_usual stucco mixture consisted of_equal
parts of'Roman cement' and clean gritty sand, and this was applied to the wall as quickly
as possible after mixing, and~incessahtlyTrowellcd until it set. As soon as this happened,
it was frescoed with a colour wash, containing 5 ounces of copperas (sulphate of iron)
to every gallon of water, and mixed up with as much 'Roman cement' and fresh lime
as would produce the effect required. When the whole area had been covered and had
assumed a uniform colour it was tinted in imitation of Bath, Portland, or other freestone
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and carefully ruled to represent well bonded masonry. The surfaces had to be redecorated
after a few years.

'Roman' cements continued in use but during the latter part of the nineteenth century
Portland cement tended to replace them for many purposes, as it was more reliable.
Experience in this century has shown that renderings in modern Portland cement mortar
are unnecessarily hard and tend to shrink and crack, and in order to reduce this trouble
it is now customary to add hydratcd lime to the mixture in an amount equal in volume
to or up to twice the volume of the cement.
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"It is found that the most usual way by which
moisture penetrates to the inner surface of solid
walls is by the joints, and in particular by fine cracks
in the joints or between the side of the joint and the
brick."

British Building Research Station.

Good workmanship, characterized by well-filled stable mortar joints
and proper and adequate joint treatment, is an essential factor in
obtaining watertight masonry walls. Under such conditions there
is small likelihood of water entering the wall through the brick or
mortar. All too frequently, however, despite high quality work-
manship, separation cracks develop between the brick and the

mortar and leakage through these cracks follows. Usually the cracks
are caused by mortar shrinkage although cases have been cited
in which delayed hydration of underburned high magnesium lime
have caused severe cracking due to expansion. In the belief that
control of separation cracking is an essential step in the design of
watertight masonry this paper has been written to provide an under-
standing of the phenomena contributing to cracking and to suggest
practical control measures.
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The Couse reparation
Separation cracks between the brick'and mortar
can be due to one or more of the following causes.
All are equally serious—all should be brought
under control. It should be pointed out that cracks
need not be of any great magnitude to cause leaks
—in fact line hair cracks actually promote greater
capillary movement than do wider openings. Here
are the principal causes of separation between the
brick and mortar.

• Faulty Mortar Ingredients

• Incompatibility of Brick and Mortar

• Mortar Shrinkage

• Excessive Mortar Bleeding

• Mechanical Disturbance

• Lack of Protection

The Selection
Mortar or masonry sands must of necessity be rela-
tively fine, but fineness does not in itself make for
an ideal mortar sand. Scientific sand grading is
just as important in mortar as it is for concrete.
Poorly graded sands require more water and higher
cement and lime contents than do well graded
materials. The additional cost of scientifically
graded sound material conforming with C.S.A.—
A.S.T.M. is slight and the expense well justified.
Unsound cement high in magnesium lime and

partially hydrated lime can produce serious crack-
ing due to subsequent expansion in the wall.*
Cement should conform to C.S.A.—A.S.T.M. stand-
ards and the lime should be the high calcium type
and thoroughly slaked before use.
Suggested specification clauses covering sand
grading, cement and lime are shown on page 5.
""Technical Notes on Brick and Tile. Construction."
Available from the Structural Clay Products Institute,
Washington 6, D. C. or irora us.

Tfie Effect ef Incompatibility Between rick Mortar
Bricks vary greatly in absorption so that it is illogical
to expect that a single mortar proportion is suitable
for all masonry units. Mortar should be designed
or proportioned in relationship to the absorptivity
of the unit for optimum results. Very absorbent
units such as sand-lime or stock bricks require a
mortar with a high water-retaining capacity. Dense
units represent an entirely different problem. Here

the bond between brick and mortar forms slowly
due to the low absorption requiring a mortar with
low initial volume change (shrinkage) and rather
rapid hardening characteristics. Authorities study-
ing the problem have developed an empirical rule
of mortar proportioning that has decided advantages
over the fixed proportion method. -

Brick Density Guide

Absorption

0%to 5%
5% to 10%

10%+

It will be noted that the lime-cement ratio varies
with the absorption of the masonry unit. The lime
(because of its high water-retaining qualities) is

Cement

1
1
I

Lime

'/2

1

2

Sand

4'/2

6

9

increased to offset the increased suction effects of
the more absorptive units. The ratio of cementitious
materials (cement and lime in combination) to
sand is kept at a 1:3 proportion.
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Tlis Importance of S'iriiiltage Control
Assuming that the mortar has been made from
selected and approved materials and proportioned
in accordance with the brick density guide, the
next step is to assure that the mortar is stable i.e.;
that it is not subject to undue shrinkage. Many
authorities agree that mortar shrinkage is one of
the principal causes of leaky brickwork. Realizing
the importance of mortar shrinkage control in the
production of watertight masonry, Master Builders
Research Laboratories developed a practical, and,
incidentally, a low-cost material for reducing mortar
shrinkage below the point where bond is broken
between the brick and mortar.

The material known as "O. M." (Omicron Mortar-
proofing) is essentially a plasticizer with water-

From Columbia University Tes ts Nos. 2356-57

Shrinkage In Inches 2" x 4" Specimens

Mix

1:1:6

1:1:6 with "O.M."
1:2:9

1:2:9 with "O.M."

24 hrs.

.027

.017

.022

.013

7 days

.030

.019

.024

.014

23 days

.030

.020

.023

.015
Average of three specimens

repellent properties. When added to the mortar
mix it increases workability some 150% or con-
versely, for a given workability, it reduces mixing
water 15 to 20%. This important water-reduc-
tion means an even greater reduction in initial
shrinkage.

The tabulation of data from the Columbia Univer-
sity Tests shows that "O. M." reduces initial shrink-
age 30 to 40%, controlling counteracting stresses
and permitting optimum bond development.

"O. M." also improves bond strength as shown
below.

Bond Compressive

MIX Strength Strength

1:1:6

1:1:6 with "O.M."
1:2:9
1:2:9 with "O.M."

28 days*

66.8
72.7
73

90.3

28 days*

704
740
490

569
*Pound$ per sq. inch; average of three specimens

Studies by U. S. Bureau of Standards and other
authorities have shown that with good bond,
volume changes—resulting from wetting and dry-
ing of mortar, causing it alternately to expand and
contract—do not destroy the bond either in vertical
or horizontal joints. Good bond is essential.

Though stearates or other water repellents are of
negligible value in reducing shrinkage, they are
of benefit in reducing absorption, thereby increas-
ing durability. "O. M." contains not only pure
unadulterated calcium stearate (ammonium prepa-
rations reduce strength), but also an air-entraining
agent. The cumulative effect of water-reduction,
water-repeliency and air-entrainment result in a
mortar of great durability.

The Effect of Mortar Bleeding
A good mortar should be "fat" and cohesive with
minimum bleeding or water gain on the underside
of the brick. Mortars that bleed readily produce a
plane of water on the horizontal surface that pre-
cludes proper bond formation with the brick. This
hazard is pronounced with very dense units.

"O.M." produces an extremely cohesive mortar that
clings well to the trowel, beds readily yet with an
absolute minimum of bleeding. Tests by govern-
ment agencies show that the basic ingredient of
"O. M." is the most effective admixture for the
control of bleeding in mortar and concrete.

!9 •fleet of Mechanical Disturbance
Bond between brick and mortar forms rather slowly
particularly with dense brick and in cold weather.
This makes the wall susceptible to premature pres-
sures from scaffolding, workmen and particularly
from application of parging. If pressure is applied

to the wall at the pre-set stage bond will be broken.
Once the bond between brick and mortar is broken
it is extremely doubtful if it will ever reform,
particularly in the vertical joints.



Investigation of major failures has disclosed that
many separation cracks (and leaks) could be directly
attributed to disturbance resulting from the applica-
tion of a parge coat to the back of the face brick.

Many authorities now believe that parging the back
of the face brick introduces an unnecessary hazard
and that the preferred and safer method is to apply
parging to the face of the back-up brick.

The Importance of Protection
Masonry walls can be seriously and permanently
damaged during the construction stage simply from
a lack of proper protection each night or during
intermittent stages of brick-laying. If the top of the
wall is left uncovered each night or longer, it is
prey to the penetration of water and subsequent
destructive freezing. Rain or snow water is virtually
distilled water. Absorbed by the brick and mortar
the moisture travels through the wall carrying with
it solubles that are subsequently deposited on the

surface. Here is the principal cause of efflorescence.
Good practice should call for positive protective
measures during the construction stage. A flapping
strip of building paper, held in place by a few
bricks, is inadequate protection. The specifications
should call for positive protection at all times. This
could take the form of special grommetted tarpaulins
of a width sufficient to cover the top of the wall
and to hang well down the sides. They should, of
course, be properly weighted against wind pressures.

Summary
• A good masonry mortar can only be made from sound cementitious

materials (cement and lime) strictly conforming with C. S. A. - A. S. T. M.
Standards. Sands should be free from organic materials and properly
graded.

• Mortar proportions should be "custom-tailored" in relationship to the
absorptivity of the brick. High-lime mortars for high absorption bricks and
low-lime contents for dense units.

• Mortar shrinkage—a major cause of leaky walls—should be controlled
by the use of a water-reducing admixture—"O. M." (Omicron Mortar-
proofing). "O. M." will also reduce bleeding—an important consideration
with dense brick—and will increase durability.

'• Steps should be taken to protect the wall from mechanical disturbance
while the mortar is setting. Parging should be applied to back-up rather
than to the face course.

• The top of walls should be adequately protected and weatherproofed at
all times by means of weighted tarpaulins. It is assumed that the bricks will
be properly wetted during warm weather and the wall protected from
freezing during the construction stage.

• Though the foregoing measures will do much to assure watertight masonry,
good workmanship and thorough supervision are of first importance. It is
suggested that your clerk-of-works or supervising engineer be equipped
with a copy of ''Field Inspectors' Guide to Good Masonry Practice" Vol. 5,
No. 12 available from the Structural Clay Products Institute, Washington 6,
D. C. or from us. It is good reading.
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Suggested Specification Clauses
CEiVlE'\JT The cement shall be portland cement conforming to the current

CSA Specification A5.

LIME Hydrated lime shall be an approved standard brand conforming to

CSA Specification A-82-44 Normal Finishing Hydrated Lime.

SAND Sand for use in brick mortar shall be clean sharp and conforming

to the current CSA Specification A 82-56.

n E Integral waterproofing for use in brick mortar shall consist of

Omicron Mortarproofing, used in exact accordance with directions
of the manufacturer, The Masters Builders Company, Limited,
Toronto, Ontario.

P R O P O S l T I O f J I N G Mortar for all exterior walls shall contain Omicron
Mortarproofing, in the proportions specified by the manufacturer

and shall be proportioned in accordance with the Brick Density

Guide. (See Page 2. Inclusion of this guide in your specification is
recommended.)

MORTAR for back-up and interior masonry shall consist of 1 part cement, 2
parts lime or lime putty, and 9 parts sand or other mortar having

a proportion of portland cement not lower than this.

PARG2MG The face of the back-up brick shall be parged with mortar to a
thickness of approximately %". Parging shall not be applied to
the back of the face course.

PROTECTS ON Tops of walls left uncompleted at the conclusion of the day's
work shall be carefully covered with tarpaulin or approved

saturated roofers felt, securely held in place.

Detailed information, test data, etc., are available on "O. M." together with a
particularly complete masonry specification. A call to any of our offices will
-bring your copies.

S E E B A C K P A O£ ( :

THE MASTER BUILDERS COMPANY, LTD.
Subsidiary of American-Marietta Company

Products sold in Canada are manufactured in Canada

95 INGRAM DRIVE ^'"V/j, TORONTO 9, ONTARIO

iV • -i! (i I' '""^,
DISTRICT OFFICES: Edmonton. Alberta; Montreal f I ' M , ' [ ' < ? . ' ^

Copyright 1956. Ti,». Moll-f Builderi Co
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